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Inter-child Variation in Early Hebrew Verbs: Evidence from Twins  

 

1. Introduction: Recent studies in linguistics and psycholinguistics view frequency as the 
main contributor to language acquisition, thus supporting statistical learning (van de Weijer 2017 
and references therein). If frequency has, indeed, such a major role, we would expect only limited 
variation within a set of twins, which are exposed to the same input in terms of both quantity and 
quality. As we will show in our talk, this is not the case. 
We studied the development of a set of non-identical twin boys, IM and SM, up to two years of 
age, drawing our data from recordings of natural speech. Three aspects in the development of verbs 
will be addressed in our talk: (a) verb lexicon – the growth of the lexicon and the percentage of 
verbs stems in comparison to the suffixed stems; (b) phonological – the development of the 
prosodic word in terms of number of syllables and stress pattern; and (c) morphological – the 
development of verb inflectional suffixes. As we will show, in all three aspects there is variation 
between the children, probably to the same extent found between non-siblings (Kirk & Demuth 
2006, Bat-El 2012). We will thus argue that the contribution of frequency to language development 
is probably not as major as it is often assumed. 

2. Verb lexicon: IM produced 1024 verb tokens and 121 verb types up to two years of age, 
while SM produced only 458 tokens and 91 types by the same age. IM is by far the more talkative 
sibling, and his lexicon grows faster than that of SM. However, SM has a higher type/token ratio.  
(1) Type/token ratio (TTR)  

 
 
 
The closer the type/token ratio is to 1, the greater the lexical richness (Templin, 1957). As it turns 
out, the type/token ratio is a better indicator of prosodic and morphological development than the 
type alone. We will show that although IM has a larger verb lexicon, SM, who has higher 
type/token ratio is developing faster. Nevertheless, the twins do show a similar percentage of verb 
stems (verbs without suffixes) as opposed to suffixed verbs.  
(2) Stems and suffixed verbs 
 
 
 
In order to compare the twins’ development, we organized the data into periods of acquisition 
according to the number of cumulative verbs, where each period corresponds to roughly ten verbs.  

3. Prosodic Development: The two children varied in their prosodic development, i.e. the 
growth of the number of syllables in the word and the development of the stress pattern towards 
that of the target language. Hebrew verb stems are mostly stress-final, what we analyze as iambic 
structure, while the universally preferred structure is trochaic. Against what predicted by the 
frequency-based approach, all Hebrew acquiring children start with the universally preferred 
trochaic structure, and then gradually adapt to iambic structure (Adam & Bat-El 2009). That is 
exactly the case with IM and SR: they both start with monosyllabic structures, then trochaic 
structures, and eventually the faithful iambic structures. However, they vary in the time span 
dedicated for each prosodic stage, due to the different strategies they apply in avoiding iambic 
structure.  
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(3) The development of the verb prosodic structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Until the 9th period, IM lingers in his trochaic phase, during which he produces mostly 
monosyllabic verbs (e.g. ˈt͡ sɛ for target ʁoˈt͡ sɛ ‘to want, MS.SG.PRESENT’), and disyllabic verbs 
where stress is shifted away from its target final position (e.g.ˈbonɛ for target boˈnɛ ‘to build, 
MS.SG.PRESENT’). SM is faster in replacing the universal trochaic structure with the iambic 
structure assigned by the target language, and his polysyllabic iambic productions are dominant 
already during the 4th period. Eventually, they both reach a majority of iambic productions, as is 
in the Hebrew verb system.   

4. Morphological Development: The two children vary also with respect to their verb 
morphology, in particular the development of inflectional suffixes. Until the 8th period (included), 
SM produced seven verb suffixes (-i ‘FM.SG.IMPERATIVE’, -ti ‘1.SG.PAST’, -ɛt ‘FM.SG.PRESENT’ -im 
‘MS.SG.PRESENT’ -a ‘(3)FM.SG.PRESENT/PAST’, nu ‘1.PL.PAST’ and -u ‘3.PL.PAST’), while IM 
produced only three (-i, -a, and -im).     

IM’s order of suffix acquisition is predicted by syntactic theories, according to, gender suffixes 
are acquired first, then number suffixes and finally person suffixes (Shlonshy, 1989). On the other 
hand, SM acquires the person suffix –ti (3rd period) much earlier than he acquires the number 
suffixes, -im (8th period) and –u (7th period). This unpredicted order of acquisition can be attributed 
to prosodic licensing. By his 3rd period, SM is at the peak of his trochaic stage and yet to fully 
acquire final coda. Although he may be ready to expand his morphological inflections, he is unable 
to produce the relevant prosodic structure: The number suffix –im contains a final coda and assigns 
final stress (iambic structure). At the same time he is able to produce the trochaic structure of the 
person suffix –ti. 

5. Conclusion: We will conclude with a discussion on variation and the general role of 
frequency and universal principles in acquisition (Adam & Bat-El 2009).    
 
Adam, G. and O. Bat-El, 2009. When Do Universal Preferences Emerge in Language Development? The Acquisition 
of Hebrew Stress. Brill's Annual of Afroasiatic Languages and Linguistics 1: 255-282. Armon-Lotem, S. and R. 
Berman, 2003. The emergence of grammar: Early verbs and beyond. Journal of Child Language 30, 845 – 877. Bat-
El, O. 2012. Phonological constraints on morphological development: The acquisition of Hebrew verb inflectional 
suffixes. Brill’s Annual of Afroasiatic Languages and Linguistics 4:189-212. Ben-David, A. 2001. Language 
Acquisition and Phonological Theory: Universal and Variable Processes Across Children and Across Languages. 
Ph.D. dissertation, Tel-Aviv University. [in Hebrew]. Ben-David, A. & O. Bat-El. 2016. Paths and stages in the 
acquisition of Hebrew phonological word. In Berman, R. (ed.) Acquisition and Development of Hebrew. Graf, D. & 
Ussishkin, A. 2003. Emergent iambs: Stress in Modern Hebrew. Lingua 113: 239–270. Kirk, C. and K. Demuth. 
2006. Accounting for variability in 2-year-olds’ production of coda consonants. Language Learning and Development 
2:97-118. Levelt, C., N. Schiller, and W. Levelt. 2000. The acquisition of syllable types. Language Acquisition 8:237-

264. Prince, A. & Smolensky, P. 1993/2004. Optimality Theory: Constraint Interaction in Generative Grammar. 
Oxford, Basil Blackwell. [1993, TR 2, Rutgers University Cognitive Science Center]. Templin, M. 1957. Certain 
language skills in children. Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press. Vihman, M. 1993. Variable paths to early 
word production. Journal of Phonetics, 21, 61-82. van de Weijer, J. 2017. Emergent phonological constraints: The 
acquisition of *Complex in English. Acta Linguistica Academica 84:153-165.  
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Marking non-default meanings 

Discourse is ambiguous but—contra the received view—ambiguity need not always be resolved by 

selecting a single intended meaning. Indeed, some situations allow for more than a single meaning 

simultaneously. In such cases, cooperative speakers may help their addressees make sense of and 

appreciate multiple meanings of ambiguous or polysemous utterances by explicitly marking them. 

Consider the minimal pair in (1). (1a) is based on the naturally occurring example (1b) - a comment by a 

viewer of the show “Hot Ones”1, in which celebrity guests answer questions while eating spicy chicken 

wings:  

(1) 

a. This makes me realize how important editing and music are for a Hot Ones interview. It's kind of 

bland, without those elements. 

b. This makes me realize how important editing and music are for a Hot Ones interview. It's kind of 

bland, (pun very much intended) without those elements.2 

 

By using pun intended, the writer of the comment explicitly marks bland, thereby ensuring that, in 

addition to the metaphorical meaning, related to ‘being dull’, the literal meaning, related to ‘taste’, is also 

accessible to the reader of the comment. While this latter meaning is relevant, and entertaining because 

the show involves eating hot food, its absence, as seen in (1a), where this meaning might not become 

accessible, does not hinder comprehension. This minimal pair exemplifies the function of explicitly 

marking non-default low-salience meanings, as outlined by the Low-Salience Marking Hypothesis 

(Givoni, Bergerbest, & Giora, 2016; Givoni, Giora, & Bergerbest, 2013). 

 This talk will present the first study of its kind that makes use of such marking, in order to tease 

apart meaning activation models by testing such marking in Hebrew, via on-line measures. Specifically, 

this talk will present the design and results of two lexical decision experiments, testing the predictions of 

the Low-Salience Marking Hypothesis with regard to meaning activation.  

 Contrary to default or salient meanings which rank high on prominence, non-default meanings, 

which are low on salience, rank low on prominence due to cognitive factors (e.g., being less prototypical 

or less conventional) and degree of exposure (e.g., being less familiar or less frequent). While default 

salient meanings are activated unconditionally upon encounter of the stimulus, activation of non-default, 

less-salient meanings lags behind (see The Graded Salience Hypothesis, Giora, 1997; 2003, The 

Defaultness Hypothesis, Giora, Givoni, & Fein, 2015).  

 It is non-default meanings, which are low on salience, that may therefore be lost in 

comprehension, and it is precisely these meanings that are predicted to benefit from explicit marking 

(Givoni, et al. 2013; 2016, for a similar view regarding non-default interpretations see Becker & Giora, in 

progress; Giora, in progress).   

 In Experiment 1 here, polysemous sentences were presented outside of a specific context. They 

were either followed by a low-salience marker or a fill-in marker acting as a control, exemplified in (2a) 

and (2b) respectively (derived from (1b) above): 

(2) 

a. It’s bland, pun intended.  

b. It’s bland, clear and simple.  

                                                 
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_Ones 
2 Stephen Does A 'Hot Ones' Interview With Sean Evans https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dyrmfv0JbIU 
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Initial results support the Low-Salience Marking Hypothesis. They show that response times to probes, 

instantiating non-default, less salient meanings (here, ‘taste’) are faster following low-salience markers 

(M = 579.17, SD = 72.43) relative to fill-in markers (M = 618.39, SD = 73.48, t1(11) = 2.20 p = 0.04). 

These results cannot be accounted for by the Modular View, which predicts exhaustive access of all 

meanings, regardless of context (Fodor, 1983), or by the Underspecification Model, which predicts the 

activation of the core meaning (i.e., compatible with all senses) to be later narrowed down while adjusting 

to context (Frisson & Pickering, 2001). 

 In Experiment 2, ambiguous sentences were presented in a context strongly supportive of the 

less-salient meaning. It is predicted that meanings low on salience will always benefit from marking, even 

in contexts biased towards the less-salient meaning, resulting in speedier activation, and hence shorter 

response times to probes following the marker, relative to its control. This prediction is contrasted with 

the Direct Access Model which predicts that rich and constraining contextual information interacts with 

lexical access initially, and selects contextually appropriate meanings exclusively (e.g., Gibbs, 1994; Vu, 

Kellas & Paul, 1998).  

 Taken together, results from previous off-line experiments, a corpus-based study, as well as on-

line experiments presented here for the first time, shed new light on the ongoing debate on context vs. 

lexicon-based effects.  
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Models of Societal Multilingualism in Roman Leptis Magna 

 Four bilingual Latin-Punic inscriptions and two trilingual Latin-Punic-Greek inscriptions 

have been found in the ancient city of Leptis Magna, located in modern Libya. The city was 

founded as a Phoenician emporion in the second half of the seventh century BCE. It was made a 

Roman municipium under Nero, and as it ties to Rome strengthened, it was designated as colonia 

by Trajan. Leptis (also called Lepcis) was the home of Roman emperor Septiumius Severus, and 

much new construction occurred there under his rule. Leptis is located in the Tripolitania region, 

in which markedly more attestations of Punic are found than in the rest of Roman Africa. The 

Leptis inscriptions are well-attested and are adduced in other studies of Latin and Punic linguistic 

history. As yet, however, there has been no specific investigation of the linguistic situation in 

Leptis Magna.  

 Phoenician is a Northwest Semitic language, originating in the area of Syria and Lebanon 

near the end of the second millennium BCE. It spread to the Western Mediterranean beginning in 

around 1200 BCE, and continued in writing until at least the second century CE, when we find 

the latest Phoenician inscription. Punic, a daughter language to Phoenician, may have begun its 

divergence from Phoenician shortly after Phoenician colonization began. The earliest so-called 

“Western-Phoenician” inscription uses an unusual form of the 1st person singular pronoun, 

which Krahmalkov identifies as linguistic divergence. There is also an alternative schema that 

dates the divergence of Punic from Phoenician to the middle of the 6th century BCE. In any case, 

the two were linguistically separate entities by the time of Roman rule. The term Neo-Punic is 

used for Punic language texts dating to after the fall of Carthage in 146 BCE, and Latino-Punic 

refers to Punic written in Roman letters. This last is useful for linguists because of the inclusions 

of vowels in the texts informs about the phonology of the spoken language. These terms make an 

anthropological-linguistic distinction, rather than one of historical grammar, since Punic, Neo-

Punic, and Latino-Punic are distinguishable only by date and by writing system. It was formerly 

assumed that Punic was dead, or drastically reduced as a living language, within 200 years of the 

fall of Carthage. Robert M. Kerr, however, in his 2007 dissertation, proves that Punic was a 

living language until well into the 5th century CE.  

 The multilingual inscriptions, as well as the social, political, and historical factors in play, 

suggest a situation in which Latin was used as the high or literary variety (H), and Punic as the 

low or vernacular. This configuration resembles extended diglossia, as defined by Fishman 1967, 

in which two genetically unrelated languages are used for distinct purposes within one 
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community. While it is a useful starting point, the standard model of diglossia, including 

extended diglossia, does not provide a full picture of the linguistic situation in Roman Leptis. 

This paper will use modern anthropological linguistic theory to more accurate describe the 

multilingualism of Leptis. Saxena’s model of “critical diglossia” makes room for consideration 

of identity and power constructs, while input from the post-Creole continuum and the concepts 

of acrolect and basilect help to elucidate the relationship between Roman Latin and non-standard 

Latin in Tripolitania. Considered together, the evidence suggests a type of “stacked” or “nested” 

diglossia, in which Punic acts as L and the H slot is split between Roman and non-Roman Latin 

varieties.  

References 
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Phonological Selectivity in the Acquisition of Complex Codas and Onsets in English 
Itamar Shatz 

Tel Aviv University 
 

INTRODUCTION: Phonological selectivity in native language acquisition is a phenomenon where 
children preselect which target words they attempt to produce, based on the words’ phonological 
characteristics, and on the children’s phonological abilities (Adam & Bat-El, 2009; Cohen, 2012; 
Ferguson & Farwell, 1975; Vihman, Depaolis, & Keren-Portnoy, 2014). 
 The present study focuses on phonological selectivity in the acquisition of biconsonantal and 
triconsonantal clusters in English. While prior research (e.g. Levelt, Schiller, & Levelt, 2000) showed 
that children produce longer clusters only after they have successfully produced shorter clusters of 
the same type (i.e. coda/onset), it does not show whether children attempt to produce longer clusters 
only after they have successfully managed to produce shorter clusters of the same type. As such, the 
current research examines this type of selectivity, and specifically whether children only attempt to 
produce tokens containing a CCC cluster after they have successfully produced tokens containing a 
CC cluster of the same type. If this is the case, then the findings will support the theory of Error 
Selective Learning, which predicts that children will avoid attempting to produce certain targets 
based on their markedness (Becker, 2012). 

METHODOLOGY: The present study examine data from the Compton & Pater corpus (Compton & 
Streeter, 1977; Pater, 1997). This corpus contains the utterances of three English-acquiring American 
children, ages 0;8.28 - 3;2.21. The utterances were recorded and transcribed by the children’s speech-
pathologists parents, and reliability checks by the original PI indicated a high degree of reliability 
overall (~90% for the consonants). 

Each token in the children’s speech was categorized based on the type of cluster that it 
contained (i.e. CC/CCC, coda/onset) and based on whether the token denotes a target or an output. 
The children’s production patterns were then examined in order to determine whether attempts at 
target words with a CCC cluster occurred only after the successful production of a CC cluster of the 
same type. Statistical significance was calculated using a chi-squared goodness-of-fit test, based on 
the expected and observed token counts for each child. 

Several additional factors were examined, in order to check for potential confounds, which 
could influence the production patterns in the study. The first factor was the log-frequency of tokens 
with CC/CCC clusters in adult child-directed speech, based on data in the CHILDES Parental 
Corpus (MacWhinney, 2000). The second factor was the acquisition of clusters with a word-initial or 
word-final /s/, which are sometimes analyzed as being extrasyllabic to the cluster they appear in. 

RESULTS: The analysis showed that children do not attempt to produce target tokens with a CCC 
coda until they have successfully produced target tokens with a CC coda, as shown in figure 1. This 
acquisition pattern was statistically-significant (χ2(1) = 18.06, p < .001), and the analysis of onsets 
showed a similar, statistically-significant pattern (χ2(1) = 8.80, p = .003), where children do not attempt 
to produce target tokens with a CCC onset until they have successfully produced target tokens with 
a CC onset. 

Analysis of the token log-frequency of words containing clusters in child-directed speech, 
showed that a significant portion of the words with CCC clusters appeared significantly more 
frequently than most words containing CC clusters. Since prior research shows that there is a log-
linear relationship between the token frequency of words in child-directed speech and the age at 
which they are acquired (Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert, 2012), this suggests that 
frequency cannot explain the avoidance patterns which were found in the study. Furthermore, 
analysis of the acquisition of /s/ clusters showed that the phonological status of such clusters also 
cannot explain the avoidance patterns in the study, as words containing these clusters were not 
attempted at a consistently earlier or later age than words containing other types of clusters. In 
addition, the possibility that morphological complexity is the cause of these avoidance patterns was 
also ruled out, due to the fact that the avoidance patterns were found in the acquisition of complex 
onsets, where morphological complexity does not play a role. 
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Figure 1. The children’s CC/CCC coda tokens over time. Target (TR) tokens denote cases where the child 
attempted to produce a token with a CC/CCC coda, regardless of whether that attempt was successful. Output 
(OT) tokens denote cases where the child successfully produced a token with such a coda. 
 
DISCUSSION: Overall, the findings demonstrate an important aspect of phonological selectivity in 
children’s acquisition of complex codas and onsets in English. Specifically, they show that children 
only attempt to produce target tokens with a CCC cluster after they have successfully managed to 
produce a target token with a CC cluster of the same type (i.e. coda/onset). Furthermore, an analysis 
of potential confounds, namely frequency, /s/ clusters, and morphological complexity, suggests that 
none of them is likely the cause of this avoidance pattern. This supports the hypothesis that the 
children are being selective in the target tokens that they attempt to produce, based on the type of 
cluster that they contain, and based on the child’s current phonological abilities. This provides 
support for the theory of Error Selective Learning, which predicts that children will avoid attempting 
to produce certain targets based on their markedness. 
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 Verb Types in Trinidad and Tobago Sign Language (TTSL) 
Felicia Bisnath1 

University of Amsterdam 
 
 
Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) is a two-island state located 11km north east of the coast of Venezuela at 
the south end of the Caribbean archipelago. Trinidad and Tobago Sign Language (TTSL) is a 71-year-
old, threatened, indigenous sign language that originated at a deaf school in Trinidad between 1943 and 
1975. Signing occurs along an age-graded continuum in T&T, with what I, following Braithwaite 
(2018), will refer to as Trinidad and Tobago Sign Language (TTSL) at one end, and Trinidad and 
Tobago American Sign Language (TTASL) at the other. The distinction between the two varieties does 
not have psychological reality for all signers – older signers perceive a clear difference between TTSL 
and TTASL, and are more comfortable using the former, while younger signers see TTSL as a 
combination of local signs and ASL (Braithwaite 2018). These two varieties and perceptions are due to 
changes in deaf education. Older signers who went to school between 1943 and 1975 were not taught 
any sign language and developed their own in their free time (TTSL). After 1975, ASL and Signing 
Exact English-II (SEE-II) were introduced, resulting in a language that “looks like Signed English with 
heavy initialization of signs” (Parks & Parks 2012: 9) (TTASL); therefore, TTSL has been in contact 
with ASL for almost two thirds of its existence. Currently TTSL is not taught in schools, resulting in 
younger signers learning TTASL as their first sign language.  
 
TTSL has not been studied extensively, and what has been done has focused on its history and 
sociolinguistic properties (see Braithwaite et al. 2011; Parks & Parks 2012; Lamb 2016; Braithwaite 
2018). Apart from this, there have just been three BA theses on its structural properties: Kwok (2015) 
on word order, Lewis (2016) on interrogatives, and Ali (2017) on non-manual markers. It is important 
that TTSL be documented at this point since it is already losing speakers due to age(Braithwaite 2018: 
19)., and the deleterious effect of ASL. This is socially important since it helps to preserve the linguistic 
heritage of the Deaf community in T&T, and linguistically valuable since it contributes to sign language 
typology. The present study adds to documentation in the realm of verb typology by describing and 
categorising a selection of verbs in TTSL. 
 
Since this is the first study of verb types in TTSL, I chose to use existing categories literature to make 
the findings comparable with what has been described for other sign languages (Padden 1983/1988; 
Costello 2015). The main categories are plain, spatial and agreeing, and within agreeing verbs there are 
regular (RAV), backward (BAV) and single argument (SAAV) subdivisions. Plain verbs differ from 
spatial and agreeing verbs in that they do not inflect for their arguments. Spatial verbs and agreeing 
verbs both involve a movement component, but the former use the signing space topographically to 
inflect for locative arguments, while the latter only use the horizontal plane to mark phi-features on the 
verb. RAVs and BAVs can inflect for two arguments while SAAVs can only inflect for one. RAVs and 
BAVs differ in the orders in which they mark the subject and object. In RAVs the subject is the initial 
point of the movement and the object the end point of movement, while in BAVs the object (the source) 
is initial point and the subject (the goal) is the end point.  
 

                                                 
1 This study was supervised by Dr. Roland Pfau but it would not have been possible without the help of Dr. Ben 
Braithwaite from the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, and Ian Dhanoolal, a Deaf researcher and the 
main informant. 
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Data was collected from one Deaf TTSL/TTASL bilingual using elicitation. Since there is no repository 
of signs in TTSL, I made a selection of 31 verbs in the literature that fell within the categories described 
above; this was not ideal but was necessary. With the help of Ben Braithwaite, I then determined how 
these verbs are used with all possible combinations of first, second and third person subjects and objects. 
At the end, evidence of the tripartite verbal classification system described above was found. This 
appears to align TTSL with many other sign languages like ASL and Spanish Sign Language (Padden 
1983/1988; Costello 2015) but a caveat is necessary: since I did not look for verb types outside of the 
literature it is not possible to definitively claim that only these categories exist in TTSL. Nine plain 
verbs (DANCE, COUGH, SHOUT, RELAX, LOVE, STUDY, DENY, DIVORCE, MARRY), fourteen regular 
agreeing verbs (PAY, BUY, ASK, FORCE, GO-BY, BELIEVE, HAVE, TEACH, DIE, GIVE, FINISH, LIME, BURN), 
three backward agreeing verbs (TAKE, INVITE, THIEF), two single argument agreeing verbs (BOIL, LIVE) 
and three spatial verbs (CARRY, PUT, GO) were identified. Some of these verbs are similar in form to 
ASL e.g. LOVE, STUDY, BOIL, TEACH, GIVE, MARRY but the similarities are not necessarily due to 
borrowing. For example, the forms of verbs like LOVE and BOIL seems to be iconically-motivated since 
they are cross-linguistically similar (Spread the Sign 2012). The presence of a class of agreeing verbs 
indicates that TTSL systematically encodes subjects and objects. The best indication of this is with 
backward agreeing verbs like TAKE, as shown in example (1) below: 

(1) IX2    3TAKE2 
2S    3S-TAKE-2S 
“You take her” 

In the uninflected form of TAKE, movement is toward the signer, so it is not clear when first persons are 
marked; however, when there is a second person it becomes clear that subjects are coded for. This 
situation contrasts with that found in rural sign languages such as Kata Kolok and Al-Sayiid Bedouin 
Sign Language in which agreement marking on transitive verbs is not found, despite them also being 
similar in age to TTSL (de Vos 2012: 137). This aligns TTSL with urban sign languages of a similar 
time depth like Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL).  
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“Oxch, tarimi!” - Linguistic and Cultural Aspects of Hebrew Israeli Queer Slang

This paper explores linguistic and cultural aspects of “Oxchit” - a Hebrew slang, used mainly by Israeli

gay men and to a lesser extent by Israeli transgender women. The use of the queer community – “the

queering of language” if you will – is an under-researched field within the study of language in general,

and especially as it comes to languages other than English, Hebrew included. This research gap stands

in stark contrast with the richness, colorfulness, and inventiveness of Oxchit – qualities that make it an

intriguing subject of linguistic, social and cultural inquiry.

The linguistic part of this paper examines prosodic, phonological, morphological, semantic, syntactic

and  pragmatic  aspects  of  Oxchit.  It  is  based  on  a  corpus  of  recorded  conversations,  e-mail

correspondences, WhatsApp correspondences, use of Oxchit in social media and videos from YouTube

and even mainstream television. It is a pioneering work in its analysis of Oxchit’s morphology and

syntax: the small body of research dealing with Oxchit focused mainly on its semantics and prosody.

The  analysis  of  Oxchit’s  pragmatics  also  takes  a  somewhat  unorthodox  approach,  as  it  combines

linguistic analytical tools with those of cultural studies and queer studies. Deriving from the cultural

study of “Camp” style and sensibility, and from the queer concept of performance, this paper seeks to

gain a new understanding of Oxchit within the social and cultural contexts in which it is used.
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Computational and distributional models of semantic change 

The use, misuse, and proper use of computational models in semantic change 
research 

The meanings of words – or, more precisely, lexical items – are liable to change over 
time. For example, broadcast used to describe a method of scattering seeds less than a 
hundred years ago, but nowadays refers to the transmission of information by radio or 
television. This phenomenon is called semantic change. 

The recent upsurge in the availability of digitized historical corpora of texts, 
combined with novel computational methods that allow the automatic semantic 
processing of these corpora, has made the large scale analyses of semantic change 
possible. As traditional paradigms in semantic change research were based on the 
subjective analysis of only a handful of examples, it seems that this new large-scale 
approach has the potential to lead to novel insights about semantic change, both in 
discovering regular patterns of semantic change and in identifying the factors that explain 
them. Indeed, a number of studies have been dedicated to the subject over the last years 
(Dubossarsky et al. 2015, 2016; Frermann and Lapata 2016; Gulordava and Baroni 2011; 
Hamilton et al. 2016; Jatowt and Duh 2014; Kim et al. 2014).  

While there is no doubt about the potential of this approach to advance research 
on semantic change, the interpretation of the results obtained by these large-scale models 
is not self-evident, and it is not certain that the diachronic distributional semantic 
enterprise stands on a methodologically solid footing. Indeed, several studies have 
pointed out these models entail inherent biases, which lead to findings that are artefactual 
(Antoniak and Mimno 2017; Dubossarsky et al. 2017; Hellrich and Hahn 2016, 2017). 
Thus, naïve interpretations of the results obtained by the models have led to false 
conclusions. 

The crux of the problem lies mainly in the absent of a gold standard evaluation set 
for words that have undergone semantic change. Without it, it is difficult to assess the 
validity of any proposed model of semantic change or the validity of its results.  

In a series of experiments, I first demonstrate the usefulness of a large-scale 
computational model to open questions in semantic change research. I then show how 
conclusions that are based on naïve interpretations of the results obtained by these models 
are in fact false. Lastly, I report on the corrected results, and propose general 
methodological guidelines for the proper use of these large-scale computational models 
in future sematic change research.  
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Obligatorily “focused” expressions in Hungarian
Flóra Lili Donáti

Paris 8 University, SFL

Introduction In Hungarian, wh-phrases, ‘only’-phrases and downward entailing (DE)
quantifiers and adverbs must move to the preverbal focus position. Although many as-
pects of this position were thoroughly investigated in the literature, a detailed analysis of
the above constituents and their relation to this position seems to be lacking. At least to my
knowledge, only E. Kiss (2002) presented a brief explanation for their behaviour: she argued
that these constituents move to the focus position because they all have an inherent [+fo-
cus] feature assigned to them in the lexicon. She also pointed out that this feature follows
from their relation to exhaustive identification (at least for wh- and ‘only’-phrases), which
has been said to be closely linked to the focus position, being part of its truth-conditional
semantics (Szabolcsi, 1981, 1994; Kenesei, 1986; E. Kiss, 1998, 2010, etc.).

Analysis I argue that this approach is erroneus in more than one aspect: (i) exhaustivity
being merely an implicature of Hungarian focus constructions, cannot be the trigger of the
movement for the above constituents; (ii) the di�erent distributional behaviours of these
expressions suggest that they do not all have the same motivation for movement and possibly
even do not land in the same position.

(i) I will first present data from Hungarian showing that the exhaustive interpretation is
not a semantic characteristic of this position, and argue that it is merely a conversational
implicature, as has been also suggested in the literature (Wedgwood et al., 2006; Onea and
Beaver, 2009; Gerőcs et al., 2014, etc.). Even if the above mentioned constituents do in-
deed have a connection to exhaustivity, this cannot be the reason why they have to move
to this position. (ii) Then, I will show that these constituents do not all have the same
motivation for movement. When we look at the relative ordering between more than one of
these constituents, we see clearly that they do not have exactly the same distributional and
interpretational properties. If there is a wh-phrase and an ‘only’-phrase or a DE expression
in the same sentence, it is always the wh-phrase that has to be immediately preverbal; other
constituents can either precede the wh-phrase or stay in-situ in the VP.

(1) a. Ki
who

hozott
brought

csak
only

salátát?
salad.acc

“Who brought only salad?”
b. Csak salátát ki hozott?
c. *Csak salátát hozott ki?
d. *Ki csak salátat hozott?

(2) a. Ki
who

hozott
brought

legfeljebb
at-most

4
4

könyvet?
book.acc

“Who brought at most 4 books?”
b. Legfeljebb 4 könyvet ki hozott?
c. *Legfeljebb 4 könyvet hozott ki?
d. *Ki legfeljebb 4 könyvet hozott?

(3) shows that wh-phrases can only stay inside the VP if there is another preverbal wh-phrase
in the sentence (note that two or more wh-phrase can raise to a preverbal position and their
scope relation is visible in overt syntax). Among an ‘only’-phrase and a DE expression it is
the ‘only’-phrase that occupies the immediate preverbal position, as can be seen in (4).
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(3) a. Ki
who

hozott
brought

mit?
what.acc

“Who brought what?”
b. Ki mit hozott?
c. *Hozott ki mit?

(4) a. Csak
only

Lajos
Lajos

hozott
brought

legfeljebb
at-most

4
4

könyvet.
book.acc

“Only Lajos brought at most 4 books.”
b. Legfeljebb 4 könyvet csak Lajos hozott.
c. *Csak Lajos legfeljebb 4 könyvet hozott.

Two (or more) ‘only’-phrases can be both preverbal or one of them can stay in-situ (both of
them can actually stay in-situ if the preverbal position is already occupied by a wh-phrase
or some other focused constituent).

(5) a. Csak
only

Zita
Zita

hozott
brought

csak
only

labdát.
ball.acc

‘Only Zita brought only a ball.’
b. Csak Zita csak labdát hozott.

c. [HANNA]F

Hanna
hozott
brought

csak
only

Zitának
Zita.dat

csak
only

labdát.
ball.acc

“Hanna brought only to Zita only a
ball.”

When there is more than one DE operator in a sentence, only one of them can raise to the
preverbal position, the other one has to stay inside the VP.

(6) a. Ritkán
rarely

jött
came

el
away

kevés
few

lány.
girls

“It was rare that few girls came.”

c. *Ritkán kevés lány jött el.
d. *Jött el kevés lány ritkán.

Proposal These distributional patterns suggest that there is a hierarchy with respect to
the “strength” of their need to raise to a higher preverbal position.

(7) WH ∫ ONLY ∫ DE

Furthermore (1) suggests that there is no single position for all these constituents : the focus
position is said to be non-iterative, meaning that it can only host one element. The fact that
only-phrases and DE expression can precede a wh-phrase, contradicts this claim.

The above data suggest that these three types of expressions do not have the same motivation
for movement and possibly even do not occupy the same position. I argue that wh-words
move overtly to a preverbal position due to the Wh-Criterion (Rizzi, 1996), which is the
strongest trigger for movement. ‘Only’, being a focus sensitive operator, has to associate
with focus: an ‘only-phrase’ indeed moves to the focus position. DE expressions have an
inherent negativity which suggests that they are in fact not in the focus position but in some
Neg-position. I propose the following internal structure for what has been refered to as a
single focus position in Hungarian:

(8) [ WhP [ FocP [ NegP ] ] ]
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A Multigenerational Investigation of the Acoustics of English-Modern Hebrew 
Heritage Speakers 

 
Around 180,000 Israeli citizens were born in North America (U.S. and Canada) and 

Oceania (Australia and New Zealand) or have a father born there (Statistical Abstract of 
Israel, 2015). The percentage of Israelis with U.S. ancestry is certainly much higher. This 
large population of U.S. olim and their descendants are understudied from a linguistic point 
of view, with very little research having been done on heritage speakers of English from this 
group. This research investigates the speech acoustics of two generations of U.S. olim 
(immigrants) in Israel: First generation immigrants, who speak American English (AE) as 
their first language (L1) and their second-generation children, who speak English as a 
heritage language (HL). A HL is an immigrant language which is spoken within the home 
and within a wider immigrant community, but which is numerically a minority language 
within a country.  

Researchers in HL studies have only recently begun to investigate the speech acoustics of 
HL speakers and how they differ from both native speakers (NS) and second language (L2) 
speakers. Anecdotally, HL speakers have native-like accents, although many NS believe that 
there is something slightly “off” about the way HL speakers talk (Benmamoun, Montrul, & 
Polinsky 2013). This specific HL accent has been demonstrated in the few studies which have 
investigated the phenomenon (Godson 2004; Chang et al. 2009, 2011; Casillas & Simonet 
2016), showing that heritage speakers often have good control of phonological and phonetic 
contrasts between their two languages, but nevertheless show distinct patterns from both NS 
and L2 learners (who both show L1 influence in their speech). HL speakers are, in some 
sense, intermediate between NS and L2 learners, with acoustics much closer to, and 
sometimes indistinguishable from, NS. Most accounts argue that HL speech is different from 
NS speech because of “incomplete acquisition” (Montrul 2010, 2012) or language dominance 
(Casillas & Simonet 2016), with lack of ability in the heritage language “made up for” by 
influence from the primary or dominant language. 

The research addresses the following important questions, which focus on issues of 
heritage language phonology and intergenerational multilingualism: What is the speech of 
HL speakers of AE in Israel like (that is, can they maintain phonetic and phonological 
contrast across their two languages)? How does this speech compare to the speech of their 
parents (their main source of input for AE)? How do both groups of AE speakers (L1 and 
HL) pronounce Modern Hebrew (MH), their second (L2) and/or primary language, and does 
this L2/primary language affect their AE? These questions are investigated through a 
language questionnaire and careful acoustic analysis of voice onset time (VOT) in the stops 
/p, t, k/ and /b, d, g/. Acoustic analysis demonstrates that, in line with previous research, HL 
speakers have excellent control over phonetic and phonological contrasts in salient 
distinctions between their two languages. VOT is closer to MH norms when speaking in MH 
and closer to AE norms when speaking AE. 
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An analytic approach to written and spoken narratives of Arabic-Hebrew bilinguals 

By Amani Jaber-Awida 

Hebrew has long occupied a vital role in the lives of the Arab minority in Israel. The 

significance of this language stems from its instrumental status among minority members 

used for the purposes of education, work, and dealing with official governmental institutions. 

The study wishes to shed a light on the attitude of Arabic Hebrew bilingual teenagers towards 

their second language, i.e. Hebrew. In addition, the study utilizes spoken and written 

productivity measures by analyzing narratives produced by the participants in response to the 

stimuli word 'conflict'. Results showed that the language attitudes towards Hebrew language 

and its necessity to the population are positive. Females in general were more assertive in 

their ratings of statements about languages.  Also, the spoken narratives of participants 

reflected that females had a larger number of words (content words) produced while the 

written narratives showed that males are far more productive in relation to the number of 

words and content words specifically. The mean clause length of both groups shows that 

males mean clause length is higher in both productivity measures (spoken and written) and 

once comparing type of productivity measure discrepancy; we find that the written form was 

longer and richer than the spoken form produced. Global structure (i.e. opening, episode, and 

closure) was evident in the majority of spoken and written narratives. The study wishes to 

check if: 1) there is a relation between language attitude and participants' Hebrew linguistic 

productivity, 2) and there is a gender based difference in narratives.     
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Outlying Partitives in Hungarian 

 
 
This paper discusses the syntax of modal-essive-case-marked partitive structures (henceforth MOE-
partitives) in Hungarian, in particular the unexpected manifestations of plural verbal agreement in 
these expressions.  Hungarian NUM+N combinations trigger singular verbal agreement (1), however, 
when both numerals higher than one and quantifiers referring to a plurality are used in the partitive, 
the V is pluralized (2).  
(1)   Három  / sok  / néhány fiú     átment-(*ek)                           a    vizsgá-n. 
        three     many  some     boy    VM.pass.PRES.3SG (– PL)  the  exam-SUPERESS 
        ‘Three boys passed the exam.’ 
(2)    A   fiú-k      közül             hárm-an          néhány-an/    sok-an/           keves-en �
         the boy-PL  from.among  three-MOE     some-MOE  many-MOE    few-MOE �
         mentek               át     a     vizsg-án.�
         pass.PAST.PL   VM  the  exam-SUPERESS 
        ‘Three/ Some/many/a few of the boys passed the exam.’ 
Following Borer (2005), plurality is marked on one element only in the Hungarian DP, on the numeral 
or on the quantifier, thus plural inflection cannot co-occur with with cardinal. Along these lines, plural 
marking in partitive constructions is unanticipated. I point out the crucial role of the MOE case and I 
raise the possibility that there are two agreement relations in these structures.   
 
1. The head of the phrase  
To approach the puzzle of the number asymmetry in MOE-partitives, first, I examine the syntactic 
structure of the NP to determine what is the head of these phrases- the Q, the N, or maybe something 
else such as an abstract N head? Chisarik (2002) argues that partitive structures, such as the MOE-
partitive, are head-complement constructions. I claim that the phrase is headed by the quantifier, only 
in this way can it trigger plural agreement on the V. 
First, splitting of the head and the dependent are allowed: (3) illustrates XP movement of the PP. 
In addition, (4) is a more complex displacement: the partitive is extracted to topic position across the 
clausal complements.  
(3)    a.  [[Hárm-an] N__]NP     [a    fiú-k     közül]NP         mentek             át      a     vizsgá-n.  
              three-MOE                the  boy-PL from.among   pass.PAST.PL VM  the  exam-SUPERESS 
              ‘Three of the boys passed the exam.’ 
         b.  [A    fiú-k   közül]NP           úgy  emlékszem,                          hogy   nem  
               the  novel-PL   from.among      that   remember.PRES.1SG that     not  
               mentek                    át      a    viszgán   csak  [[hárm-an]N__]NP. 
               pass.PAST3.PL      VM   the  exam      only   three-MOE 
               ‘Of the boys, as far as I remember, only three passed the exam.’ 
Second, upon contrasting (2) with (3a) we find that it possible to freely chose between Q+PP and 
PP+Q order.  
Third, the data indicate DP-internal case assignment (Ionin and Matushansky 2006, Danon 2012). The 
crucial role of case in determining the structure of NUM-N constructions is underlined in Hungarian 
by the contrast between (1), (2) and (4), i.e. the fact that plural marking depends on the közül 
preposition and on the MOE case. Moreover, in the object position (5), accusative marking surfaces 
on the quantifier and not on the noun. I posit the structure in (6) to MOE-partitives:  
(4)  A fiú-k          közül            sok   /  kevés/      néhány/ három ment               el       a    parti-ba. 
       the boy-PL  from.among  many    few         some      three   go.PAST.SG  VM   the  party-ILL 
        ‘Many/few/some/three of the boys went to the party.’  
(5) A     fiú-k      közül            hárm-at      hívtam                   meg  a     parti-ba                
      the   boy-PL from.among three-ACC  invite.PAST.1SG VM   the  party-ILL 
        ‘I invited three of the boys to the party.’ 
 (6)  [[a        fiúk közül]PP  hárm-an]NP 
         [[ DET N    PREP]    Num-MOE]  
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2. MOE case is a plural marker 
I claim that MOE has an inherent plural feature associated with it. This is reflected both in the 
agreement and in the choice of the quantifier. First, consider the contrast between (2) and (4): in the 
absence of MOE, the verb takes singular number. Second, MOE is restricted to numerals higher than 
one and to quantifiers that refer to multiple individuals (7). Third, plural verbal inflections in the 
absence of MOE on the quantifier are not permitted (8).  
(7)   * Egy-en        a     fiú-k      közül              ment               el      a     partiba.  
            one-MOE  the  boy-PL   from.among  go.PAST.SG  VM   the  party-ILL    
            Intended meaning: ‘One of the boys went to the party.’ 
(8)  Négy-*(en)      /  sok-*(an)          mentek             el     a   parti-ba.  
       four-MOE         many-MOE       go.PAST.3PL  VM the party-ILL 
      ‘Four/many (Nhuman) went to the party. 
Following Danon (2012), I analyze the plural feature associated with MOE along the lines of 
pluralized numericals such, as thousands. Pluralized numericals involve two XPs where each has its 
own number feature. I claim that the MOE case marking on the quantifier allows for a similar 
operation: it induces a head-complement structure which allows for two levels within the NP, on each 
of which number morphology can manifest.  
 
3. Agreement relations 
In order to determine the agreement processes, first, I look at a construction similar to the MOE-
partitive: superlative partitive phrases (9). Here the plural subject is not headed by the overt N, yet 
since we have a plural subject the V must get plural marking too. In the case of the partitive (10), verb 
agreement depends on the partitive and not on the N. Essentially, in the partitive the plural marking 
on the V depends on whether the adjective is marked plural or not. Agreement in these phrases is not 
with a N, but the closest number feature.  
 (9)   A     legidősebb         miniszter-ek  felelős-ek    a      migráns-ok  ügyé-ben. 
         the   old.superlative   minister-PL   responsible.PRES.3PL   the   migrant-PL  case-INESS 
         ‘The eldest ministers are responsible for the case of the migrants.’ 
(10)  a. A    miniszer-ek   közül            a     legidősebb-ek           felelősek        
            the  minister-PL   from.among  the  old.superlative-PL    responsible.PRES.3PL 
           a      migráns-ok  ügyé-ben. 
           the   migrant-PL  case-INESS 
           ‘The eldest of the ministers are responsible for the case of the migrants.’ 
        b. A    miniszer-ek   közül              a     legidősebb         felelős 
            the  minister-PL   from.among   the  old.superlative   responsible.PRES.3SG 
            a      migráns-ok ügyé-ben. 
            the   migrant-PL case-INESS 
            ‘The eldest (one) of the ministers is responsible for the case of the migrants.’ 
Crucial to our analysis of MOE-partitives, the reason behind verbal agreement is the plural marking 
on the phrase in this QP/AdjP position. Adjectives are explicitly marked with the plural suffix, while 
quantifiers are marked with MOE case. They both trigger a plural V.  This further strengthens the 
claim that these two suffixes fulfill the same function, i.e. indicate plurality.  
I suggest reducing the agreement phenomenon of MOE-partitives into two processes of agreement: 
first stage, we find there is agreement between the quantifier and the noun, second stage agreement 
between the verb and the quantifier. A further point of support concerns  the sensitvity of the MOE 
case marking to the [+human] feature of the N (Kenesei Vago and Fenyvesi (2000)). This too 
supports my analysis in indicating a syntactic relation between the quantifier and the N. Following 
this connection, adding number agreement in the Q-N agreement step, in the form of MOE, is not a 
‘costly’ process.  
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Old English has two demonstrative pronouns:
M

se,
F

seo,
N

þæt and
M

þes,
F

þeos,
N

þis. This poster presentation
surveys their core functions in an independent status (i.e. not functioning as a determiner accom-
panied by a nominal phrase) in the corpus, Ælfric’s (c. 955 – c. 1010) Lives of Saints (ÆLFRIC (1881–
1900)), a collection of about forty sermons and saints’ vitae and passiones, all written in rich and
idiomatic Old English (West Saxon dialect). This long and varied collection gives us the opportunity
to observe the ways in which the author made use of the available ‘linguistic toolbox’; in our case,
the demonstrative pronouns in diverse text-types. An analysis of all of the occurrences in the cor-
pus — a little less than a thousand for both pronouns in total — reveals they can be categorized
into a relatively small number of textual-structural types, some of which are quite unexpected and
hitherto undescribed, yet are common and systematic in Ælfric’s language.

Significant differences are apparent from describing the two pronouns’ features and functional
distribution. In the literature the difference between them is often described as bearing a spatial
meaning (þes, þeos, þis as proximal, se, seo, þæt as distal), but after isolating the syntactic and textual
environments in which they are not in actual structural opposition (ROSÉN (2005, pp. 46–47)), it
appears that the cases in which there exists genuine selectability between them are very limited,
and describing them in spatial terms might be anachronistic (see MUSTANOJA (1960, p. 168ff), LASS
(1992, p. 114), and SOMMERER (2011) for further diachronic and synchronic support).

From the structural examination and analysis there emerges a clearer, more complete profile of
the two pronouns and their refined use by Ælfric.

Examples for some of the functions, explained and given in systematic context in the poster
presentation:

(1) Taking part in the linguistic complex of introducing new characters into narrative— (Basilius, 1)

Basilivs wes ge-haten svm halig biscop · / se wæs

fram cyld-hade · swiðe ge-healdsum · / þeah þe he

to langū fyrste · ún-ge-fullod wære ·

A certain holy bishop was named Basil; he (se)
was very continent from childhood, although
for a long period he was unbaptized.

(2) A marked type of reference to nominal phrases— (Forty Soldiers, 253)

Ure ealra fultum is on ðæs drihtnes naman · /

se ðe geworhte heofonas ⁊ eorðan ·

The help of us all is in the name of the Lord, He
(se) who made the heavens and the earth.

(3) Mediating in the interface between textemes (the text’s body and its doxology)— (Oswald, 287)

Þæs halgan oswoldes bán wurdon eft gebroht /

æfter manegum gearum to myrcena lande / into

gleawceastre · ⁊ god þær geswutelode / oft feala

wundra þurh þone halgan wer · || Sy þæs wuldor

þam ælmihtigan gode · / ðe on ecnysse rixað a to

worulde · amen.

The holy Oswald’s bones were afterwards
brought — after many years — to Mercia, to
Gloucester, and there God often showed many
wonders through the holy man. || For this (þæs;
GEN.N.SG of þæt) be glory to the Almighty God,
who reigns in eternity for ever and ever. Amen.

1
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(4) Pronominal antecedents; a special subset: taking part in signalling gnomic bipartite utterances—
(Forty Soldiers, 351)

  ðu þe sylfū nelt on þinū life becuman · / ne

do ðu  oðrum menn · […]

That (=þæt) which () you do not want to befall
for yourself in your life, do not do that () to
another man.

(5) Representing the content of speech— (Chrysanthus and Daria, 73)

Þis wearð þa gesǽd sona þā fæder · / ⁊ he beweop

þone sunu swilce he dead wære ·

Then this (þis) was soon said to the father and
he wept for his son as if he were dead.

(6) As a part a linguistic formula for reminding the reader of the previous state prior to its change by
divine intervention (a device of narrative cohesion) — (Swithhun, 219)

He wearð þa gehæled · ⁊ hæfde his gesihðe · / ⁊

ham eode blyðe butan latteowe ana || Se ðe lytle

ær þanon wæs gelæd þurh ðone oþerne ·

Then he was healed and had his sight, and went
home cheerfully alone without a guide, he (se)
who a little while before was led by another.

(7) Meta-linguistic reference in translation— (Memory of the Saints, 13)

[…] abel iustus ·  is se rihtwisa abel · […] abel justus (that () is ‘The Righteous Abel’).
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Never Not A Negative Concord Item

Background: In the West Germanic languages, there are several so-called optional Nega-
tive Concord (NC) languages, like West Flemish (Haegeman 1995). In all of them, Negative
Concord involving a Neg-Marker can only occur between a higher Neg-Word and a lower neg-
ative marker. In the reverse order, the Negative Concord reading is absent:

(1) a. da
that

Valère
Valère

niemand
nobody

(nie)
not

gezien
seen

oat
had

’that Valère had not seen anybody’ *DN/NC
b. da

that
Valère
Valère

nie
not

niemand
nobody

gezien
seen

oat
had

’that Valère hadn’t seen nobody’ (= seen somebody) DN/*NC

There are many strict NC languages (such as Serbian) which have both Neg-Word > Neg,
and Neg > Neg-Word NC; and there are many non-strict NC languages (such as Italian) which
have Neg > Neg-Word NC only; but the only languages with Neg-Word > Neg NC are the
West Germanic optional NC ones. Theories like Zeijlstra (2008) and Haegeman and Lohndal
(2010, 2011) have a hard time accounting for these facts.

Proposal: West Flemish NC is not NC, but rather Expletive Negation (EN). In Expletive
Negation (van der Wouden (1994), Yoon (2011), among many others), a negation with no ap-
parent semantic negativity is licensed by the introduction of alternatives (Makri 2013).

Eilam (2009), Preminger (2010), and Chierchia (2013) analyze EN as a domain widener
homophonous to regular negation, which is a good fit for the semantics of West Germanic
EN. Domain-widening also accounts for the fact that a Neg-Word > Neg construction will be
perceived as a stronger alternative than a single negation:

(2) a. # ’k
I

een
have

niemand
nobody

nie
not

gezien,
seen,

sterker
stronger

nog,
even,

’k
I

een
have

niemand
nobody

gezien
seen

I haven’t seen anybody at all, precisely, I haven’t seen anybody.’
b. ’k

I
een
have

niemand
nobody

gezien,
seen,

sterker
stronger

nog,
even,

’k
I

een
have

niemand
nobody

nie
not

gezien
seen

I haven’t seen anybody, precisely, I haven’t seen anybody at all.’

Finally, Dutch and German both have domain-widening Neg-Word > Neg constructions
(Zeijlstra 2010) that can be analyzed as grammaticalizations of the EN described above.

(3) Ich
I

habe
have

niemand
nobody

nicht
not

gesehen
seen

I didn’t see anybody German

These constructions also show identical behavior with respect to focus on the negation trig-
gering a Double Negation reading:

(4) a. da
that

Valère
Valère

niemand
nobody

NIE
not

gezien
seen

oat
had

’that Valère hadn’t seen nobody’ (=had seen somebody) West Flemish
b. Ich habe niemand NICHT gesehen.

I have nobody not seen
’I didn’t see nobody.’ (=I saw somebody) German
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Diachronically, my account of West Flemish Neg-Word > Negation structures places them
at one end of a continuum of lexicalization of EN structures. In West Flemish, Neg-Word and
nie can easily be separated by other items. In varieties of High German and Dutch (both con-
sidered Double Negation languages), we find Neg-Word > Negation expressions denoting a
emphasized, or rather, domain-widened negation called Emphatic Multiple Negation Expres-
sions (Zeijlstra 2010). With the Neg-Word being marginally able to independently move into
a focus position in German, and a strict adjacency requirement for Neg-Word and negation in
Dutch, we see get a picture of the change from EN to a single lexical item:

(5) a. Niemand
Nobody

en
have

’k
I

nie
not

gezien.
seen

’I didn’t see anybody at all.’ West Flemish
b. % Niemand

Nobody
habe
have

ich
I

nicht
not

gesehen.
seen

’I didn’t see anybody at all.’ High German
c. Niemand

nobody
niet
not

heb
have

ik
I

gezien.
seen

’I didn’t see anybody at all.’ Dutch

I conclude that there is strong evidence that West Flemish Neg-Word > Neg phenomena are
in fact not NC, but EN. The nature of the semantics of EN remain an open issue.
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Inverse-scope in Hebrew 

In some languages, sentences in which a universal quantifier in subject position precedes the negative 
marker are ambiguous. Typically, one of the possible readings is more salient than the other. For 
instance, the boldfaced fragments in (1) and (2) have the same syntactic structure, but their preferred 
interpretation is different. In (1), negation is most naturally interpreted below the quantifier – For every 
x, x is not free - and has the same truth-conditions as No x is free. On the other hand, in (2) negation is 
more naturally interpreted above the quantifier – It is not the case that for every x, x is willing – and has 
the same truth-conditions as Not all x are willing. Because in (2) the negative marker follows the 
quantifier but is interpreted above it, (2) is said to prefer the inverse scope interpretation. 

(1) Freedom is indivisible and when one man is enslaved, all are not free. (≈'no one is free')  
[web example] 

(2) It is a natural thing to want to succeed, but all are not willing to pay the price of success. Some 
folks have a wishbone instead of a backbone. (≈'not everyone is willing') [web example] 

In this study, I observe that while in some languages (e.g. French, Finnish, Persian, Turkish and 
Japanese) inverse scope interpretation is readily available in declarative matrix clauses that are not 
modified by any adverbial, in Hebrew it is practically unavailable in this environment. This is not easy 
to explain since other subjects in Hebrew can reconstruct below negation. For example, the NPI iš 
‘anyone’ is licensed in subject position in (3), which shows that it is in the semantic scope of negation. 
There is no obvious reason why inverse scope would not be likewise available with kol. 

(3) iš  lo xašav  še-mašehu kaze bixlal  yaxol  likrot. 
anyone NEG thought  that-something such at.all can happen 

‘No one thought that something like that can even happen.’ [web example] 

Even more puzzling is the fact that inverse scope interpretation can be promoted in Hebrew by several 
types of operators. For instance, inverse scope interpretation is very hard to get in an unmodified 
declarative matrix clause in (4), but it is readily available in an interrogative in (5).  

(4) ex  ani yodea še-ha-heskem tov? kulam    lo merucim mimeno. 
how I know that-the-deal good  everyone NEG satisfied from.it 
‘How do I know that the deal is good? Nobody is happy with it.’ [HebrewCorpus]  

(5) ve-axar kax ša’alti še-im ze nes kaze gadol, 
and-after that I.asked that-if this miracle so great 
az  ex kulam  lo xozrim bi-tšuva? 
then how everyone NEG return in-penitence 
‘And then I asked that if this is such a great miracle, then how come not everyone becomes 
religious?’ [web example] 

This study presents empirical evidence from corpus data, which suggests that inverse scope 
interpretation is readily available in Hebrew in questions, antecedents of conditionals, under negation 
in a superordinate clause, emotive factive predicates (e.g. glad, surprised), desire predicates, 
imperatives, purpose adverbial clauses, possibility modals and adayin ‘still’. 
With the exception of adayin ‘still’ and possibility modals (which are also discussed in this study), all 
of these environments license Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) such as English any and Hebrew velu 
‘even’. Some of these environments are Downward-Entailing (e.g. antecedents of conditionals), but 
some are non-monotone, such as desire predicates and imperatives (Crnič 2011) and purpose adverbial 
clauses. The similarity between NPI licensing and inverse scope is demonstrated in (6-7). 
(6) …mekave limco velu srita axat b-a-zxuxit  ha-atuma  šel ha-xalonot. 

    hoping to.find even scratch one  in-the-glass the-frosted of           the-windows 
‘… hoping to find even one scratch in the frosted glass of the windows.’ [web example] 
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(7) ani  mekave  še-kol  am  israel lo yavo 
I  hope  that-all  people.of Israel NEG will.come 
livdok im ze naxon. 
to.check if it true 
‘I hope the entire nation is not going to be there to see if it’s true.’ [web example] 

These facts suggest that the availability of inverse-scope in Hebrew is not idiosyncratic, and perhaps 
should be considered a polarity sensitivity phenomenon. This is unexpected because in other syntactic 
positions, kol seems to be polarity neutral like English all. 
Items that normally do not scope below negation are called Positive Polarity Items (PPIs). Szabolcsi 
(2004) observes that PPIs can survive below negation when an additional NPI licenser is present. For 
example, English some is a PPI and cannot scope below negation in (8a). However, in (8b) the NPI 
licenser surprised rescues the illegitimate constellation (examples from Szabolcsi 2004: 10). 
(8) a. John didn’t call someone.    *[not>some] 

b. I am surprised that John didn't call someone.  [surprised>not>some] 
Szabolcsi (2004) analyzes PPIs as endowed with two dormant NPI features:  a strong-NPI feature (such 
as that of in weeks) and a weak-NPI feature (such as that of ever). These features remain dormant unless 
activated by a strong-NPI licenser. In (8a), negation activates both NPI features, but licenses only one 
of them, which results in ungrammaticality. In (8b), another NPI licenser is present (i.e. surprised), and 
it licenses the second weak-NPI feature of some, which allows it to scope below negation. 

I propose to analyze Hebrew kol as a semi-PPI. In order to adapt Szabolcsi’s analysis to Hebrew kol, 
we need to assume that kol has: (i) a dormant weak-NPI feature; (ii) a licensing requirement of c-
command by the licenser at surface structure. The second condition has been suggested in the literature 
(see for instance Linebarger 1980) to account for the unacceptability of English any and similar NPIs 
in subject position, as in *Anyone didn’t see me. This analysis can account for the data in (9-10). 

(9) kol  ha-studentim lo avru et ha-mixan. 
all  the-students  NEG passed ACC the-exam 

‘All the students didn’t pass the exam.’ 

Surface-scope: NPI feature remains dormant.    [kol>NEG] 
Inverse-scope (unavailable): NPI feature activated by NEG but not licensed.  [NEG>kol] 

(10) maftia  še- kol  ha-studentim lo avru et ha-mivxan 
surprising that-all  the-students  NEG passed ACC the-exam  

‘It’s surprising that all the students didn’t pass the exam.’ 

Surface-scope: NPI feature activated and licensed by maftia ‘surprising’.  [maftia>kol> NEG] 
Inverse-scope (available): NPI feature activated by NEG and licensed by maftia.  
[maftia> NEG>kol] 

If this analysis is correct, a new class of polarity sensitive items should be recognized: semi-PPIs, which 
normally can only scope below negation if they are c-commanded by it at surface structure. Further 
research is needed in order to identify semi-PPIs in other languages that have a similar distribution to 
that of Hebrew kol. 
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The Causative Component in Psychological Verbs: Emotions and Moods in Hebrew
This paper discusses semantic and syntactic aspects of psychological verbs in Hebrew. As is 
the case in other languages (Belletti and Rizzi 1988), some of these verbs may occur in two 
structures: Subject Experiencer (SubExp; as shown in 1) and Object Experiencer (ObjExp; as 
shown in 2). 

1. Noa koe'set al  aba Sela.
Noa angry   on father her
'Noa is angry at her father.'

2. aba Sel noa hix'is ota.
father of Noa angered her
'Noa's father angered her.'

Puzzle: Verbs in the ObjExp structure demonstrate two types of argument realization: one 
group of verbs allows the addition of a PP that includes the object of the mental state (as in 3), 
while the other does not (as in 4).

3. a. ha-menahelet   'inyena         et dani            ba-tafqid.
    the-director      interested     ACC Danny   in-the-position
    'The director made Danny interested in the position.'
b. aba      Seli      bi'es      oti   al      ha-hulca.
    father   mine    upset    me   on     the-shirt.
    'My father made me upset about the shirt.'

4. a. *ha-ma'amar      hix'is      ota     al    haxlatat    ha-memSala.
     the-article         angred    her    on   decision    the-government
     *'The article angered her about the government decision.'
b. *mezeg ha-avir      simeax            otanu    al        ha-efSarut          lacet         le-tiyul.
      the-weather          made-happy    us        on       the-possiblity     to go out    to-trip
      *'The weather made us happy about the possibility to go out on a trip.'

The question arises is why some verbs restrict the realization of the two arguments in this 
environment, while others do not? This puzzle was first introduced by Pesetsky (1995) and 
further discussed in the context of Hebrew by Doron (2012). In this paper I argue that the key 
for solving this puzzle is a semantic division between two types of psychological verbs, 
differing with respect to the type of the causal relation encoded by these verbs. The following 
characterizes these two types.
Two Types of psychological causative verbs: This paper argues for two types of 
psychological causative verbs, divided according to the type of the mental states they describe 
(The terminology is borrowed from Beedie et al. (2005), and is based on a categorization 
known in the psychological literature.):
Emotion group: subjects of these verbs are the object of the emotion (or an entity that is 
inherently connected to it). With disappointment (5), for example, the subject must be the 
actual object of this feeling; it cannot be something indirectly related to the emergence of the 
emotional state:

5. a. ha-ciyun     ba-mivxan     ixzev                et mixal.
    the-grade    in-the-test     disappointed     ACC Michal
    'The grade in the test disappointed Michal.'
b. ha-praxim       ixzevu             et michal. [#reminded her of the disappointing grade.]
    the-flowers     disappointed    ACC Michal 
    'The flowers disappointed Michal.' [#reminded her of the disappointing grade.]

Other verbs that belong to this group are such as lehafxid (frighten), lehad'ig (worry), and 
lehafti'a (surprise), and I call the argument they realize object.
Mood group: subjects of these verbs are not the object of the mental state, and they can be 
related to the emotional event indirectly, in an associative manner:

6. ha-kos       ha-zot      he'eciva       oti.
the-glass   this          saddened      me
'This glass saddened me.'

The sentence in (6) can be expressed when the causal relation is remote, for example in a 
situation when the given glass reminded the speaker a similar glass which appeared in an 
Italian film, which in turn reminded her the trip to Rome with her late grandmother. The 
object of the sadness in this state of affairs can be the recent death of the said grandmother. 
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Another possibility is that the sight of the glass aroused sadness in the speaker that is not 
about anything in particular. Other verbs in this group are such as lesameax (cause to be 
happy) and ledake (depress). I call the argument that they realize as the subject of the ObjExp 
sentences trigger.
This division correlates with another distinction illustrated in (7): The existence of an 
emotional state entails a cause or an object to arouse the state, while there is no such 
entailment in the case of mood (Cf. Kenny 1963; Beedie et al. 2005, for similar observations):
7. a. Sum davar   lo     he'eciv/dike/simeax                     oti,        ve-bexol zot 

    Nothing      no    saddened/depressed/made happy me,       and-in spite of this
    hayiti      acuva/meduket/smexa.
    I was      sad/depressed/happy
    'Nothing saddened/depressed/made me happy, and yet I was sad/depressed/happy.'
b. #Sum davar    lo      hix'is/hifxid/hid'ig           oti,     ve-bexol zot 
       nothing        no     angered/scared/worried   me,    and-in spite of this 
       ka'asti/paxadti/da'agti.
       I was angry/scared/worried.
    #'Nothing angered/scared/worried me and yet I was angry/scared/worried.

Corollaries: 
� There are two distinct thematic roles: object and trigger. 
� With the assumption that only entailed participants are lexically encoded arguments we 

can conclude the following: 
Emotion group: the object is encoded as an argument of the root in addition to the 
experiencer.
Mood group: the only encoded thematic role is the experiencer. They inherently cannot 
have object as an argument.

Rephrasing the original puzzle: according to the diversity principle (inter alia Pesetsky 
1995), two arguments of the same type cannot be realized in two different syntactic positions 
of the same clause. Adopting this principle, only sentences in which the subject and the PP are 
of different thematic role, one object and the other trigger, can have both, and these are the 
sentences in (3). The aforementioned puzzle is irrelevant for Moods, as they inherently cannot 
have object. Therefore, the puzzle is the following: given that some ObjExp verbs encode the 
object as an argument, why not all verbs that denote Emotions can have both a trigger and an 
object in two different positions? In order to answer this puzzle, two additional 
generalizations about emotion verbs should be noted:
I) The semantics of preposition is always the same for any alternation of the same root 

(both ObjExp and SubExp), therefore in the emotion group it must be the object:
8. a. dani          me'unyan     ba-tafqid.

    Danny      interested      in-the-position
    'Danny is interested in the position.'
b. ha-menahelet      'inyena       et dani             ba-tafqid.
    the-director         interested    ACC Danny    in-the-position
    'The director made Danny interested in the position.'

II) There are two types of derivation of the ObjExp in the case of Emotion verb from the 
root: 1) the subject is either an argument of the root (the object, as in 9a); or an additional 
external argument (the trigger, as in 9b). This observation is similar to a broader phenomenon 
noted by Doron 2003, 2008) with causative verbs:

9. a. ha-juq                hifxid      et dani.
    the-cockroach    scared      ACC Danny
    'The cockroach scared Danny.'
b. ha-marca          hilxica        otanu     (al ha-bxina).
    the-professor    stressed       us          (on the-exam)
     'The professor made us stressed (about the exam).'

Accordingly, the puzzle does not exist anymore: if a verb of the Emotions group has a trigger 
as a subject of the ObjExp structure, an additional PP with the object can also be realized. If it 
realizes the object as the subject of the sentence, the realization of another one in the PP is 
blocked. 
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